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Welcome to this, the third issue of 'IN miniature' (previously known as 'News and 'Views') for Volume 19 
(2005).  
 
We have our usual mixture of something of interest for everyone in this issue, this issue having a very di-
verse mixture of material from 1916 through to 2005. There is a very mixed bag of articles (including an-
other look at large scale Naval modelling with a report from the next TF72 meeting from Mick Elst - yes they 
are all 1/72 scale working models). BTW those particular Mustangs are not during WW.II (but it is a WW.II 
type) and that was the easiest place to slot the article into the index.  
 
I would like to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their photos in this issue, in par-
ticular the following - Mick Elst, Clarke Cone, Dick Hourigan, Merve Shipard, Rod Blievers, Mick Mirkovic, 
Alan Yee, DOD, RAAF Museum & the AHMWA. Obviously I also am grateful to Matt Ward, Ley Reynolds 
and High Planes Models for the review material. Don't forget that all photos credited to these individuals are 
subject to copyright and cannot be reproduced without written permission.  
 
The club website also has further photos from the last 6 months taken by Gary Wickham at 'www.ipmsnsw.
org'. Also Don't forget that some articles have multiple HTML pages ('click' on the next buttons) and that one 
should click on any thumbnail pictures to load a larger copy.  
 
 
All material (Photos, text and drawings) is by and copyrighted to the Editor Steve Mackenzie un-
less noted and cannot be reproduced without written permission 
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The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch, 
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts de-
voted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling.  The club 
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when 
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday.  Meetings start at 1:00 PM 
and are held at 
 
       Ryde Ex-Services Club 
       724 Victoria Road 
       Ryde NSW 2112 

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competi-
tions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for peo-
ple of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling. 
 
       If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040 
visit our website at http//:www.ipms.org or write to : 
       IPMS New South Wales 
       c/o P.O. Box 949 
       Glebe NSW  
       Australia  2037 

 One of the interesting sidelights of the RAAF association with the 
Lockheed Lodestar was the attachment ot two specialist Air Ambu-
lance airframes belonging to the SAAF (South African Air Force) 
which were attached to No.1 Air Ambulance Unit (1 AAU) RAAF 
which operated in North Africa and the Mediterannean Theatre from 
Jul 1941 to it's disbandment and return to Australia in Feb 1944. Dur-
ing it's time in the M.E, 1 AAU operated a number of different types, 
all outfitted as specialist Air Ambulance airframes - De Havilland 
DH.86, Bristol Bombay, Lockheed Lodestar and a couple of minor 
types. 
 
 The aircrew departed Laverton on 29th Apr 1941 in two DH.86 air-
frames (A31-3 and A31-7) which had been specially fitted out as Air 
Ambulances. These two machines finally arrived in Cairo on 3rd July, 
having been flown all the way. They were actually the only Australian 
'A' serialed airframes (along with A31-8, a DH.86B which arrived later 
on 10th Nov) to serve outside the Pacific theatre of war. Incidentally 
the ground echelon had departed Sydney by convoy with the person-
nel of 450 and 451 Sqns in Apr 1941 and joined up with the air eche-
lon in the M.E. 
 
 During it's early history in 1941/42, the unit mainly used DH.86 air-
frames (the three RAAF serialed ones mentioned above, plus some 
RAF airframes which were locally supplied as replacements as nec-
essary). On 21 Nov 1941, SAAF Lodestar Ambulance serial #1371 
was attached to the unit (along with it's SAAF aircrew) for operational 
and administrative purposes. Apparently it did not remain long how-

ever as it was detached to Helopolis on the 9th Dec 1941 for 
'camouflaging' per the 1 AAU ORB. This apparently did not happen 
for some reason as it was still in Nat Metal when photographed later 
in 1942. 
 
The SAAF Lodestars 
 
 One of the major purchasers of the civil Lockheed 18 Lodestar was 
SAA (South African Airways) which purchased 29 airframes in 1939. 
These machines powered by Pratt & Whitney P&W-1830-SC3G Twin 
Wasp engines were impressed by the SAAF and mostly used as me-
dium range transports on various routes in the union and the theatres 
of war in East and North Africa. They were normally operated by the 
SAAF in a modified SAA scheme of Nat Metal with various Med Blue 
embellishments and SAAF serials (which consisted of numerals 
only). I have photos of several of these airframes and will probably 
draw one up for the Magazine for a future issue.   
 
During 1939/40, the South African Red Cross ordered (and paid for) 
two special Air Ambulance airframes and presented them to the SA 
Govt as aid to the war effort (they received SAAF serials #1371 and 
1378). These airframes were powered by Pratt & Whitney P&W Hor-
net engines and apparently operated mostly with a special South Afri-
can Air Ambulance unit about which virtually nothing has been written 
that I have ever seen. Both were eventually attached to 1 AAU in 
1943 (#1371 having briefly operated with them in Nov/Dec 1941 dur-
ing the Crusader offensive).  

���������	
�������������������
���
�������������

By Steve Mackenzie 
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Lodestar serial #1371 
 
 The first one of the pair to operate with 1 AAU in Nov/Dec 1941 origi-
nally as outlined above. At that stage it was definitely in a Nat Metal 
scheme per RAAF Official Photo #MED0199 to right which says in the 
caption '1 AAU Lodestar, North Africa 17 December 1941'. Note that 
this date is after the airframe left 1 AAU but probably actually indicates 
the date that the photo was passed by the censor for publication (I 
have seen that happen on other Official Photos). 
 
The other two photos below (plus the heading photo on P.2) all appear 
to show 1371 during a visit to the airfield of 239 Wing RAF in 1942. 
There are Kittyhawks in the background of a couple of them which 
dates it to 1942 (plus I know a couple of them came via 3 Sqn sources 
who served with them in 1942/3). The colour scheme and small details 
appear to be identical in all four photos.  

  
A couple of anomalies remain however. First the question of what was 
the colour scheme after it's return to 1 AAU in July 1943 ? Secondly 
did it actually get camouflaged at some stage as per the 1 AAU ORB ? 
Looking through the photos that I have, there are none of #1371 that 
can be dated for certain to the 1943 period. A couple of clues do exist 
however.  
 
 The attached photo came to me via Mick Mirkovic and was captioned 
as being of #1378. However there are some major differences in the 
camo pattern to that of #1378, the fuselage roundel is smaller and the 
colours look to be different. This is clearly Dark Earth/ Midstone while 
#1378 has a lot less contrast between the colours and is probably a 
faded Dark Green/ Dark Earth Temperate scheme. There is also a 
photo in John Lever's Air Ambulance book of the starboard nose of a 
Lodestar in similar colours to this. I believe these to be #1371 in 1943 
and camouflaged. 

Photos - RAAF Official MED0199 via AWM, Leon Henry 3 
Sqn and AHMWA photo #P011205 via Mick Mirkovic respec-
tively. 

Lockheed 18 Lodestar, SAAF serial #1371, attached to 1 AAU RAAF, North Africa, Dec 1941. 
Overall Natural Metal scheme. SAAF style roundels (with Orange centres) carried in all six positions. Rudder stripes (inside and outside of the 
vertical fins) also carried in SAAF colours. Black serial 1371. Red/ White Ambulance markings are also carried, probably in six positions 
(including above the wings) plus very large ones above and below the fuselage. Note that the one below the fuselage is circular while that 
above is vertical on the fuselage sides. The aerial mast above the fuselage is also Red with a small portion of White at the very base. 
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Lodestar serial #1378 
 
This one is a little more straight forward as far as it's history with 1 AAU 
goes. It joined the unit at Castel Benito on 12 March 1943 after being 
attached from the 'SAAF Air Ambulance'. All the extant photos of it 
(both Official and private) seem to be taken after this date and show it 
in the same camouflaged scheme. Let's look at the Official ones first. 
 
MEC0128 is said to be '1 AAU Lodestar Monastir, Tunis, Tunisia. c.
May 1943'.   MEC1164 is taken at the same time although the caption 
does not say so because serial 'A1308787' is visible again on the back 
door of the Ambulance in a larger scan that I have. This shows the 
SAAF aircrew (notice the Army style headgear as used by the SAAF) 
posing in front of #1378.   MED1475 says '1 AAU Lodestar Tunisia. 9 
April 1943'. All these show that the colour scheme on #1378 is pretty 
low contrast, probably Temperate colours. 

  
Now for some unofficial private photos: 
 
The first two (bottom row) are of #1378, believed taken in Sicily. The 
Yellow surround to the fuselage roundel can't really be seen here but I 
suspect that is only do to the type of film used rather than it being 
painted out. The last photo (to right) is a blow up of the 'Asproliner' 
nose art from AHMWA photo P920001 (see later). I have made a 
guesstimate of the likely colours in my side view drawing on the next 
page. 

Photos - RAAF Official MEC0128, MEC1164 and MED1475 
via AWM respectively. 

Photos - 1 & 2 RAAF Museum, 3 detail from AHMWA 
P920001 respectively. 
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Lockheed 18 Lodestar, SAAF serial #1378, 'Asproliner', attached to 1 AAU RAAF, Tunisia, Apr/May 1943. 
Temperate scheme of Dark Green/ Dark Earth with what appear to be Sky Grey lower surfaces. SAAF style roundels (with Orange centres) car-
ried in all six positions. Rudder stripes (inside and outside of the vertical fins) also carried in SAAF colours. Black serial 1378. Red/ White Am-
bulance markings are also carried but in two positions only (there are none above or below the wings) plus very large Ambulance markings 
above and below the fuselage. Note that the one below the fuselage is a Red cross only with no White portion. The one above is on a White 
area but note that it is anything but circular, being greatly elongated at the front and more 'egg shaped' in plan view. The aerial mast above the 
fuselage is also Red. I have estimated the nose art as being – Name ‘Asproliner’ in Yellow and the winged pill bottle as being a lightish Grey 
with darker Grey coloured wings. 
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References 
 
1) IPMS South Africa website 'http://www.ipmssa.za.org' - go to the 
drop down arrow for 'early aircraft' at the top of the page and select 
'Lodestar' for conversion notes on Roger Best's model of Lodestar 
#1371. It should be noted that there are several points in this article 

and the associated 3 view drawings by Dave Cooke which are ac-
cessed under 'gallery' on the left that I do not agree with. 
 
First of all the drawings show the cowlings associated with the Twin 
Wasp engines. This is incorrect as these two airframes used P&W 
Hornets. Also the drawings have SAA Blue upper cowlings and anti-
glare panel which WERE carried on the ex SAA airframes as a holdo-
ver from their former service but which are not on 1371 (because it 
was never a SAA airframe prewar). 
 
2) RAAF Air Ambulance and Medical Air Evacuation Units 1940-1946' 
by John Lever. 
 
Next Issue -Yes there is still an amount of Lodestar related material 
to come yet. In the next issue we hope to have: 
 
A) Coverage of the original NEIAF Lodestars (LT-906 to 925) in their 
Jongblad (Young or New Leaf), Oudblad (Old Leaf) scheme. 
B) Coverage of the ADAT Lodestars in the VHCAx and VHCEx callsign 
series and 
C) Coverage of several USAAF Lodestars in Australia. 
 
Final Note 
 
 Photos used in this series come from the following sources - Dick 
Hourigan, AHMWA via Mick Mirkovic, RAAF Museum, RAAF Official & 
the AWM collection. Photos from the AWM collection are used in ac-
cordance with the conditions listed on their website. 

Three AHMWA photos showing #1378, unfortunately there is no spe-
cifics as to where on the AHMWA captions but it looks like Tunisia. 
The Yellow surround to the fuselage roundel can be seen better here 
but you still have to look for it. The 1 AAU Bombay in a couple of the 
photos is very interesting. Wish we had a decent Bombay kit, if we 
did I would run an article on these for this publication. The last photo 
(below) is AHMWA photo P920001 (once again via Mick), and shows 
two of the crew by the nose of 'Asproliner'. 
 
Photos - AHMWA P920005, P920008, P920018 & P920001 
respectively via Mick Mirkovic. 
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 This conversion is based on the Airfix Hudson and Minicraft Ventura 
in 1/72 scale, but can be adapted to any combination of Hudson and 
Ventura in other scales. Although the Lodestar was a similar size and 
shape as the Ventura, it still retained many features similar to the Hud-
son. 

 
 
 

Cockpit 
 
 The Lodestar cockpit was fitted for a crew of two, with two permanent 
pilot seats like the Ventura. The Ventura cockpit will be well served 
here. The photo on the next page shows a USCG R50-1 cockpit panel 
which is probably a typical layout for the Military transport versions 
(Editor). 
 
Fuselage 
 
 The simplest conversion is to use the Lockheed Ventura fuselage. 
Remove the upper and lower turrets , and fill the resulting holes. The 
lower fairing will need to be extended to the rear of the fuselage. You 
will need to re-scribe the crew entry door from the rear of the wing root, 
further aft to the rear of the fuselage. You will also need to cut out the 
windows down either side of the fuselage. Unlike the Ventura, the 
cockpit canopy has a solid roof. 
 
Editor - Note the side view drawing above has the narrow style of door 
which is correct for the airframes which were impressed civil ma-

chines, such as the 2 x SAAF machines attached to 1 AAU RAAF - 
see seperate article, but is not correct for the wider door used on the 
majority which were built during the war as Military transports. Check 
photos of the airframe that you are modelling. 
 
 The tail wheel needs to be moved further aft. The rear of the Ventura 
extends further then the tail plane, where the Lodestar has a Hudson 
style rear fuselage, where it ends at the trailing edge of the tail plane. 
Thus the rear of the fuselage will have to be cut back flush (more or 
less) with the horizontal tailplanes. Also don't forget the couple of navi-
gation lights fitted here (see the photos on the technical article page). 
 
  Although it is more of a personal opinion, I feel the Lockheed Ventura 
nose is too pointed for the Lodestar, and needs to be "Rounded".  For 
those who are a little adventurous, you can try to open the cargo area 
in the nose, with the Port side access hatch.  
 
Editor - I assume Ryan is referring to the sharpish 'point' that is visible 
in the sideview of the Ventura above. He is correct in saying that this 
needs to be rounded off. The sides of the nose however are fairly flat 
in plan view (similar to a Ventura) and should be left as is. 
 
Wings 
 
 Essentially the wings are the same as the Lockheed Ventura, as it 
had a slightly larger surface area then the Hudson, being extended at 
the rear on the inboard sections. The Lodestar did not have an en-
closed wheel well and the smaller Hudson engine/undercarriage fair-
ings are used. Some filling may be required where the engine / under-

�������������	
���������	������
�	�

By Ryan Hamilton 

Ventura Fuselage Conversion 
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Editor - This is one of the important points of the conversion. The entire 
nacelles (not just the engines themselves) have to be transplanted from 
the Hudson onto the Ventura wing. This involves cutting the nacelles 
out of both wings and transplanting the Hudson ones (see the photos of 
how it was done in the conversion on the IPMS (S.Africa) site listed at 
the end of this article). 
 
Engines 
 
 Do your homework here! Most Lodestar's had the standard Wright Cy-
clone engines as per the Hudson kit, but larger more powerful engines 
were fitted at a latter stage. For this conversion to one used in Australia, 
simply use the Hudson engines and propellers.  
 
Editor - For the two SAAF airframes that were attached to 1 AAU, they 
were fitted with Pratt & Whitney Hornet (P&W-1830) motors which have 
a slightly different shaped cowling and small air intakes at the rear of 
the motor. See the SAAF and technical articles for photos. 
 
Undercarriage 
 
 Use the Hudson undercarriage legs, with the Ventura wheels, and add 
wheel hub covers. The tail wheel will need to be moved aft to the rear of 
the fuselage (it is also fitted with a jacking point at the front of the leg). 
 
Aerials 
 
 A radio mast and sky dome are usually located on the fuselage roof, 
and an assortment of VHF and other aerials are across the lower sur-
faces of the fuselage. 
 
Editor - On a lot of the airframes used locally, there is also a small whip 
aerial above the aft rear fuselage and a longer whip type aerial on the 
port side of the fuselage not far behind the cockpit. Airframes however 
could differ in this aspect so check the photos of the machine you are 
modelling carefully. 

 
Refer to the drawing on the next page for the details of the points dis-
cussed here. 
 
 Take the Hudson fuselage and add a 22.9mm plug (34.3mm for 1/48 
scale) at the wing root. You will need to raise the tail plane several mm, 
till the lower surface is slight raised in relation to the top of the fuselage. 
The upper fuselage will need to be flared to the leading edge of the tail 
plane. Steve MacKenzie pointed out an important fact - when building 
the Hudson fuselage into the Lodestar, the Hudson windows are not 
spaced the same distance as the Lodestar, as they are slightly further 
apart. This will not pose an issue with the Ventura conversion, as the 
windows will need to be cut out. 
 
Editor - It is annoying about the windows being different. Originally I 
thought the conversion could be done by cutting out the window strip 
from the donor Hudson kit ( and either repositioning it if using the Hud-
son fuselage as the basis for the conversion or letting it into the Ventura 
fuselage if using it), but after looking at photos I realised that while the 
actual windows appear to be the same, they are set further apart from 
each other. This is actually a useful point if trying to I.D an airframe as a 
Hudson transport or a Lodestar in photos as some are taken from an-
gles where other recognition features are not easily visible. 
 
 There are seven (7) passenger windows each side plus the small oval 
shaped one being the fuselage door (each side - the window that is) 
which is actually where the 'toilet' facilities were on the original civil 
Model 18 transports. If I read it correctly, the author of the IPMS SA 
article (who converted a Hudson fuselage) says to use the section from 
the Hudson fuselage with the windows as a template to mark the posi-
tion of the new windows. This is incorrect as explained above and this 
part of the article should be taken with a 'grain of salt'. 
 

Hudson Fuselage Conversion  
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In this article I will use some few photos which give close ups of various 
technical points in relation to the Lodestar. For copyright reasons I can-
not use some of the best detail photos which are available with a couple 
of walkarounds which are listed at the end of this article. Those you will 
have to go look up yourself. 
 
Nose Area 
 
On the next page are two photos of the nose details of LT934 (Dutch 
airframe attached to 37 Sqn in 1944), both via Dick Hourigan. In the top 
photo one can see the inlet (well at least it appears to be some sort of 
tube inserted into the nose) at the front point, the two aerials which are 
always present underneath the front fuselage (plus a RDF loop which is 
fitted to some airframes but not all), and the position of the access door 
to the cargo bay on the port side (only).  
 

The photo below it gives a very good look at the opened cargo bay and 
the associated ribbing and internal structure to the nose that goes with 
it. Both photos also show some useful details of the Wright Cyclones 
that are fitted to the majority of airframes. 
 
Cockpit 
 
Photos show that Lodestar cockpit panels and fittings were normally 
painted mostly Black. The cockpit photo used in Ryan’s conversion 
article gives a very detailed view of the panel layout (which must be 
considered typical for the Military transport variants).  In addition there 
are two more on P.12 which give a partial look which confirm that there 
are roof panels (as is common on transport types) and a photo of a 37 
Sqn RAAF machine which does not really show us that much but con-
firms that our airframes retained the Black internal colour scheme. 

����	
���������������
	�
By Steve Mackenzie 

On line Conversion Articles 
  
1) 'http://www.modelingmadness.com/reviews/allies/us/attardloadestar.
htm' for a Airmodels 1/72 Lockheed Lodestar conversion.  
 
2) see 'http://cs18.simplehost.com/~antondee/KB/Aircraft/Lodestar/
Lodestar_background.htm#conv'  for the IPMS South Africa article.  
 
 
Final thoughts from the Editor  

 
While using both a Ventura & Hudson kit in 1/72 scale may sound ex-
pensive, in reality the Academy Venturas are still around at quite low 
prices, and what better to do with surplus Airfix Hudsons once MPM/ 
Special Hobby release their promised Hudson kits. 
 
 One could of course also do this conversion in 1/48th scale using your 
favoured combination of the FM or Kosters Ventura and the Classic 
Airfrmaes Hudson. In this scale using both a Hudson AND Ventura as 
donor kits is going to be very expensive however. 
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Passenger Cabin Internals 
 
 Shown below are some scans taken from photocopies of a few pages 
of the Lodestar technical manual which Dick Hourigan sent up to me. 
They show the internal seating arrangement of the airframes with an 

airline style interior (the RAAF VIP machines had this arrangement - 
see issue 19/1). The sideview (top) also has the airline type door, not 
used on the military transports in Australia. These drawings look to be 
very accurate dimensionally and will be of assistance also in the con-
version process (see the separate article by Ryan Hamilton) in deter-
mining the exact position of the windows etc. 
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RAAF Official Photos:#077489,OG1532,OG1530 & OG1531 via AWM. 

See Page 11 for two photos of the Wright Cyclone engine. Pho-
tos: via Dick Hourigan. The photo to left is of the Pratt & Whitney 
Hornets used on the SAAF airframes. Photo: L.White. 

 More interior details. The first photo above shows the plush VIP interior 
of Lodestar A67-4, VH-RAD, General Blamey's machine with 1 Comm 
Unit (per issue 19/1). Note the Radio Operator's position forward in the 
main cabin on the port side. The remaining three photos show the inte-
rior of an unidentified Military Transport Lodestar of 37 Sqn RAAF. In 
the case the R.O’s position appears to be forward on the starboard side 
(per OG1532).  
 
 The remaining two photos show how the seating in these general trans-
ports consists of rows of simple seats either side facing inwards, to 
make room for carraige of cargo in the main cabin. Not much has 
changed over the years, the current Hercs are basically the same but 
they make this setup look luxurious !! 
 
 
Engines 
 
 The majority of the airframes that we are interested in, i.e those in Aus-
tralia had the same engines as the Airfix Hudson kit, the Wright Cy-
clone. This is identified by a smooth cowling, slightly curved top and 

bottom in side view with a large intake above the engine cowling. The 
first two photos above show this engine. 
 
The two SAAF airframes attached to 1 AAU had a different engine, 
which according to the IPMS S.Africa website was a Pratt & Whitney R-
1830 Hornet used on these two airframes only. All SAA (South African 
Airways) and other SAAF airframes used the Pratt & Whitney R-1830 
Twin Wasp. The walkaround photos on the IPMS SA website of two 
restored machines maintained by SAA, show the Twin Wasp to have a 
cowling which is a true cylinder with parallel sides, top and bottom, no 
intake and prominent cowling flaps at the rear. 
 
The cowlings for the Pratt & Whitney R-1830 Hornet however is more 
like that of the Wright Cyclone having a slight curve at the top and bot-
tom (appears to be less however than on the Cyclone) plus a small air 
intake only at the rear of the cowling where it joins the nacelle. The  
photo below of the camouflaged one of the duo (SAAF serial #1378) 
shows what I mean. Another point to be watched is the shape of the 
prop blades from the Hudson kit. They may need reshaping a bit for the 
airframe you are doing. 
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Rear Fuselage 
 
 Photo of the rear of a USCG R50. Note how the tailplane is raised 
above the level of the rear fuselage, the tail wheel which is much further 
back than on a Hudson (and may need a jacking pad at the front de-
pending on the airframe you are modelling) and the two lights at the 
very rear of the tail cone which I mentioned earlier. 
 

Online Walkarounds for Reference 
 
1) IPMS South Africa website for photos of - 'http://cs18.simplehost.
com/~antondee/KB/Aircraft/Lodestar/Lodestar_background.htm#conv' 
  
2) Kiwi Aircraft Images for detail photos of a Lodestar in NZ with Wright 
Cyclone engines - 'http://www.kiwiaircraftimages.com/lodestar.html' 

��������������������

by Ley Reynolds 
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 The Sociedad Espanola de Construccion Naval wsa a diverse engi-
neering and shipbuilding concern with factories througout the Basque 
region of Spain. One such factory built heavy commercial vehicles un-
der licence from the French company Somua and in 1937 this branch 
was contracted by the Basque Government to build a series of ar-
moured personnel carriers. By this stage the early, improvised trucks 
had proven inadequete and the authorities required better engineered 
vehicles. SECN had previously built the Autoametralladora Blindado 
Bilbao Mod. 1932 series, so the company had the experience and 
skills necessary for this project. 
 
 Starting with the Somua six tonne chassis originally intended for 
buses for Autobuses Roca de Barcelona, SECN fabricated a series of 
large armoured vehicles (generally reported as 16 in number), several 
of which were also fitted with turrets, either at the centre of the roof or 
at the rear. A small number of these vehicles were captured by the 
Nationalists and one was used for a time by the Condor Legion ground 
echelon. 
 
 
 
 
 

The Model 
 
 As with all the models in this series, I used a chassis from an Airfix kit 
as a basis - in this case the large tanker in the Airfix Refuelling Set, 
which also provided the engine, running gear and springs. 
 
 After calculating overall dimensions from the available photographs, 
two sets of dimensions based on the heights of the people in the pho-
tographs being 1700mm and 1800mm then averaged. The bodywork 
was fabricated from plasticard with detailing from thin plasticard and 
stretched sprue. The wheels were solid tyred examples with the rear 
set being particularly wide. A master was made for each tyre from 
odds and ends and examples cast in resin, as several other armoured 
trucks on my list have similar wheels.  
 
 The completed model was cleaned up and sprayed various shades of 
Grey, wuth Brown pastel weathering to represent the dust, while the 
base was made from MDF with a crushed sand road and 'static grass' 
from a model railway supply shop. 
 
 The figure working under the truck was converted from a 1/72 Fujimi 
WWII German to a Guardia Civile, while the other two came from 1/72 
Preisser airfield civilians and were converted to Guardia Asaltos. 
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Dave Edwards sent me a question about the colour schemes of the 
airframes flown by Wing Commander Lou Spence and his replacement 
Sqn Ldr Richard 'Dickie' Cresswell during the conflict in Korea during 
1950/51. As the info would be of interest to the wider readership I have 
prepared some drawings and present them here with the reference 
photos. 
 
A68-809 Lou Spence 
 
 First of all we will have a look at the most confusing of the pair, Lou 
Spence's A68-809. Why confusing?, well it appears that this machine 
had changes to the colour of it's spinner several times and the available 
info in print as to which version is used in which time period is at best 
confusing and in many other cases misleading or just plain inaccurate. 
 

 Wing Commander Lou Spence took over command of 77 Squadron in 
Japan in Jan 1950. He either inherited or chose P-51D-25 Mustang 
A68-809 as his personal 'mount'. First of all there is a photo of this air-
frame painted in the usual 'Natural Metal' scheme of the  time with Dark 
Olive Drab anti-glare panel (as used on the U.S built airframes) and a 
Nat Metal spinner. Unfortunately I am unable to pin down exactly when 
this photo was taken but think it may predate the other two variations. 
 
 This airframe was a North American Dallas built P-51D-25 model, 
original serial 45-11474 (Dallas built 2000 'D' model Mustangs before 
the better known 'K' model which originated from that factory). This like 
all the airframes in this batch were mainly Natural Metal with the wings 
having the seams filled with putty, sanded to a smooth surface (to as-
sist the Laminar Flow effect) and painted Aluminium (apart from the 
ailerons and flaps which were unpainted Nat Metal). The Anti-glare 

����� �	
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A68-809 (2nd in line) shown apparently during a visit by W.Cmdr Brian Eaton (whose machine 'BAE' is in the foreground) at 
Iwakuni May 1950. Photo : RAAF  Official 

P-51D-25 Mustang, A68-809, 77 Squadron RAAF, W.Cmdr Lou Spence, Japan early 1950. 
 
Overall Natural Metal scheme. 'A' type roundels carried in all six positions. Black serial A68-809. Dark Olive Drab anti-glare panel forward of the 
cockpit. Triangular W.Cmdr pennant in Air Force and Royal Blue with 2 Red stripes below the cockpit each side. 

By Steve Mackenzie 
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P-51D-25 Mustang, A68-809, 77 Squadron RAAF, W.Cmdr Lou Spence, Japan May 1950. 
 
Overall Natural Metal scheme. 'A' type roundels carried in all six positions. Black serial A68-809. Dark Olive Drab anti-glare panel forward of the 
cockpit. Triangular W.Cmdr pennant in Air Force and Royal Blue with 2 Red stripes below the cockpit each side. Spinner now painted in the 
Sqn's Red/White/Blue colours. 

 A number of photos have also appeared in print showing A68-809 with 
a dark coloured spinner which appears to be Red. Yes this machine 
would almost qualify as a chameleon the way it kept changing it's plum-
age. The big questions were what date was applicable to the Red col-
ouring (as invariably no reliable dates are given with printed illustra-
tions), and what colour spinner did it wear during it's Korean War op-
erations ? 
 
 Relatively recently (in the last few months) the AWM has put up the 
preview illustrations for a large batch of photos taken by Phillip Hobson 
who was an official photographer for the Aust Army during the Korean 
conflict. The 'HOBJ' series (which runs to several thousand references) 
is virtually all Army orienated but does have a series of photos taken at 
Iwakuni, Japan of 77 Squadron's preparations for and return from the 
unit's 1st attack mission of the conflict on 03 Jul 1950 (Note that this is 

often incorrectly referred to as the unit's first mission of the Korean 
War - that is incorrect, 77 Sqn having flown 3 escort missions on 02 Jul 
1950). 
 
The three Hobson photos on this page show Lou Spence's machine 
A68-809 being prepared for the mission on 03 Jul 1950. From this evi-
dence we can see that it carried the Red spinner at this time. Notice 
also the armament of three rockets under each wing in addition to the 
usual six 0.50" machine guns. There are other photos of A68-809 in the 
above run of photos for those interested on the AWM site, including 
several showing the Flak damage that this machine sustained to the 
starboard undercarraige leg during this mission. 
 
Official Photos HOBJ0956,0985,0986,0987 via AWM 
  

 panel was Dark Olive Drab (not Black). 
 
 The machine carried the usual Hamilton Standard cuffed propellor plus 
what has been called a 'Dallas' hood (actually this type of hood was 
also fitted to some P-51D airframes manufactured at the Inglewood 
plant) with a bit of additional headroom at the front and a slight bulge at 
the rear where the canopy met the fuselage. Most of the airframes in 
Japan received 'A' type roundels in the 1946/7 period. Although RAAF 
instructions called for a 'D' type roundel (with the Blue/White/Red in a 
ratio of 3:2:1), photos show that Japanese based machines usually 
carried the 5:3:1 ratio 'A' type. This resulted in a roundel with a smaller 
proportional centre Red 'dot' which is very evident in photos. 
 
 By the time that the heading photo on the previous page was taken 
(believed to be in May 1950), A68-809 (2nd in the line-up) had acquired 
the standard 77 Squadron Red/White/Blue spinner (the unit had previ-
ously used White spinners usually but appears to have changed in 
1949 after the other two RAAF Squadrons returned to Aust). This is 
usually illustrated with a blue which is lighter than the standard roundel 
blue, I have followed this for the attached illustration. 
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P-51D-25 Mustang, A68-809, 77 Squadron RAAF, W.Cmdr Lou Spence, Japan 03 Jul 1950. 
 
Overall Natural Metal scheme. 'A' type roundels carried in all six positions. Black serial A68-809. Dark Olive Drab anti-glare panel forward of the 
cockpit. Triangular W.Cmdr pennant in Air Force and Royal Blue with 2 Red stripes below the cockpit each side. Spinner now painted in Red. 

There has long been another batch of Official Photos numbered 
148928-933 inclusive on the AWM site showing this machine with it's 
Red spinner photographed from six different angles. The photos have 
no dates with the captions but I have noticed recently that the preced-
ing photo 148927 is taken on 22 August 1950, and shows Lt Gen 
George E. Stratemeyer, Commanding General of the US Far East Air 
Force, congratulating W.Cmdr Louis Spence DFC after decorating him 
with the U.S Legion of Merit. This indicates that photos 148928-933 
would have also been taken on this date for record purposes. 

As the evidence shows that A68-809 carried the Red spinner as at 22 
Aug, the chances are that it did not change till the airframe's loss and 
the tragic death of W.Cmdr Lou Spence while attacking a target near 
Angang-ni (Korea) on 9th Sep 1950. 

On this page: Official Photos HOBJ0988, 148928,930 & 932 via AWM 
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Below – Left: 'Dickie' Cresswell's aircraft A68-803 
taxying somewhere 'in Korea' Mar 1951. Right:  Iwa-
kuni, Japan. 17/04/1951. Mustang aircraft A68-803 
of No. 77 Squadron RAAF after a crash landing near 
the base. Official Photo DUKJ3966 and P01254.137 
from the collection of R.Cresswell, respectively, both 
via AWM. 

A68-803 'Dickie' Cresswell 
 
 The other airframe we are going to have a look at is A68-803, the 
'mount' of S/Ldr 'Dickie' Cresswell who was the replacement Com-
mander of 77 Sqn who took command of the unit after Spence's death. 
Although in the same batch of airframes as A68-809 (being P-51D-25 
serial 45-11462), it exhibited some differences in detail from the other 
machine. 
 
 
This airframe carried a cuffless type of propellor, having 
been fitted with either the Aero Products type used on the 
P-51K (RAAF airframes in the '500' series were P-51Ks) or 
the locally manufactured cuffless type fitted to CAC built 
Mustangs. It also has what is regarded as the classic P-
51D type of canopy hood rather than the 'Dallas' hood fit-
ted to A68-809. 
 
 Apart from those points the colour scheme is identical to 
that of A68-809 apart from the fact that the spinner is 
White on this airframe and a S/Ldr's rank pennant is car-
ried under the cockpit (both sides) instead of Lou Spence's 
W/Cmdr's pennant. This may include the standard 'airforce 
eagle' OR the unit number '77' in the corner as per stan-
dard practice. There appears to be something there in a 
couple of the photos, but they are not close enough to dis-
cern which. 

 
The photo which shows the accident resulting in a belly landing near the 
base at Iwakuni is from Dick Cresswell's personal collection of photos, 
copies of which have been donated to the AWM. The caption says the 
photo is taken on 17th Apr 1951. This may be correct but the H/C 
(History Crad) for this airframe says that the incident actually happened 
on the 13th. I am not sure if Dickie was actually flying the airframe him-
self as this occurred after the unit returned to Iwakuni from Korea to be-
gin conversion to the Meteor F.8. Thus there is no details in the unit 
ORB (Operational Record Book) for this period, as they were not opera-
tional at the time. 

 

P-51D-25 Mustang, A68-803, 77 Squadron RAAF, S/Ldr 'Dickie' Cresswell, Korea/Japan Mar/Apr 1951. 
 
Overall Natural Metal scheme. 'A' type roundels carried in all six positions. Black serial A68-809. Dark Olive Drab anti-glare panel forward of the 
cockpit. Rectangular S/Ldr pennant in Air Force and Royal Blue with 1 Red stripe below the cockpit each side. Spinner painted in White. 
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 Aberdeen Proving Grounds in the United States tested most captured 
Axis etc vehicles during and after WW.II to ascertain their performance 
characteristics for Intelligence purposes. As AFV modellers would be 
well aware, many of these vehicles have been on outside display at the 
Ground's museum for many years, this being the source for measure-
ment of many of them for reference for kits that have been released 
over the years.  
 
 The BTR-60 armored personnel carrier, the first in the line of Russian 
8-wheeled APC's, was developed in the late 1950s to replace the BTR-
152 (6x6) APC and was first seen in public in 1961. It was continuously 
improved throughout the 1960s culminating in the production of the 
BTR-60PB, and was subsequently replaced in production by the simi-
lar BTR-70 (8x8). Numerically, the BTR-60 was the most important 
vehicle in the Soviet Army. It was issued in quantity to the East Ger-
man, Bulgarian and Romanian Armies. It has also been exported to 
Yugoslavia. Significantly, it was the standard armored personnel car-
rier of the Soviet Naval Infantry [the Soviet Marine Corps] - per 'www.
fas.org' below. 
 
 There are several kits of this type in 1/35 and 1/72 scales in variously 
Injected Plastic, Resin or metal form. For reference there is a review of 
the 2 1/72 injected kits at OTW listed in the references below and I 
have added addresses for several other general info and walkaround 
pages for those interested. 
 

Clark Cone of North Carolina, USA has agreed to allow us to present 
his walkarounds of much of this equipment for reference purposes. All 
of the photos on these pages are the copyright of Clark Cone of North 
Carolina, USA and may not be sold or distributed without his written 
authorisation. 
 
 Clark has generously allowed our club members to access these pho-
tos for their personal use, and for our club to post them as reference 
files in our publication 'in Miniature', with appropiate photo credits be-
ing acknowledged. 
 
 The rule shown in some photos to give scale is 2' overall, with one half 
divided into 6" and 1" segments. 
 
References: 
 
1) http://www.fas.org/man/dod-101/sys/land/row/btr-60.htm 
2) http://warfare.ru/?catid=245&linkid=2296 
3) http://www.armyrecognition.com/Russe/vehicules_a_roues/BTR-60/
BTR-60PU/BTR-60PU_Russe_diaporama.htm 
4) http://tanxheaven.com/ludob/btr60lb/btr60ld.htm 
5) http://www.ontheway.org.uk/articles/btr60comparison.htm - for a 
very good comparison of the 1/72 Ace and ICM kits. BTW there ARE 
kits in 1/35 but a look in google did not turn up any useful write up of 
them in the fashion of the OTW article on the 1/72 items. 
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by Clark Cone 
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 In the last twelve months of World War II, Bf-109G-6/10/14 models 
were employed by the three Axis Air Forces operating in the Balkans, 
with the camouflage being RLM 74/75/76 on most examples. However 
some late production Messerschmitts were apparently delivered with 
RLM 81 and/or 82 on the uppersurfaces and Croation sources identify 
at least two Bf-109G-10s in RLM 76/81/82. 
 
 The Yellow 'theatre' markings were normally carried, the locations be-
ing combinations of cowl, rear fuselage, rudder and underside of wing-
tips. 
 
The Model 
 

Virtually all manufacturers have or had a Bf-109G in their ranges - 
many of them 'decidedly average'. At the moment in 1/72 scale the 
choice appears to be a G-6 from Hasegawa, a G-14 from Academy or 
a G-10 from Revell, with the later being the best value. My Bf-109G-10 
was built from the Zlinek kit which went together quite easily, with vur-
tually no filler, the only weaknesses being the undercarraige location 
points and 'internals' which were a trifle 'lumpy'. It is finished in a 
scheme of RLM 76/81/82 using hand mixed colours courtesy of resi-
dent Luftwaffe expert Dave Richardson. It has markings of an aircraft 
delivered to Tito's Partisans by a defector. 
 

 �		��	���
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by Ley Reynolds 
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2) Messerschmitt BF-109G-14 'Black 14’ 
 
2 Squadron, NDH, 1945 - note section of the rear fuselage painted overall in RLM 76 and the painted out rear fuselage band. 

1) Messerschmitt BF-109G-6 'Red 5' 
 
 II/JG51, Croatia 1944 - note fuselage cross has an RLM 76 infill, upperwing crosses are presumedly White outline only. This aircraft may have 
Yellow on the undersides of the wingtips. 

Illustrations 

3) Messerschmitt BF-109G-6 'Black 8' (with White outline) 
 
6 Fighter Regiment, BVV, Bulgaria 1944 - note very dense mottle on the fuselage sides (RLM 70 perhaps ?). Tip of the Spinner is a light colour 
(White or Yellow ?). 
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 The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of 
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently 
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives, ni-
trate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and com-
puter scans. The vast majority come from private collections and 
most haven't been published before. 
 
 In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A, 
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of 
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western 
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There 
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to 
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to 
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their 
source. 
 
 These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's 
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's 
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details 
are as below: 
 
Aviation Heritage Museum of WA 
Bull Creek Drive 
Bull Creek WA 6149 
Phone: (08)9311-4470 
Fax  : (08)9311-4455 
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au 
Website:www.raafa.org.au 
 
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library 
or myself. 
Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA 

P011056 - RFC Martinsyde G.102 Elephant A6270 at an air-
field in England circa 1916. 
P011057 - RFC Martinsyde G.102 Elephant A3964 with 
ground crew and Officers being readied for take off at a train-
ing airfield in England circa 1916. 

P011062 (Left) - RFC Maurice Farman M.F.11 Shorthorn be-
ing readied for flight at a training airfield in England circa 
1916. 
P011063 (Left) - RFC Armstrong Whitworth FK.3 A8102 at an 
airfield in England circa 1916. 
P011068 (Above) - AFC 3 Squadron. Royal Aircraft Factory 
RE.8 at an airfield in England, probably Carlton North circa 
1916. 

P011059 - RFC Vickers F.B.9 A8607 with an Airco D.H.2 in 
the background at a training airfield in England circa 1916. 
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Editor's Notes - In this issue I have gathered together some W.W.
I photos as a theme on this page. Captions are based on the ones 
held in the Museum records and supplied by Mick along with the 
scans. 
 

Copies of any of these can be ordered from the Museum as above 
by writing to their address for information on sizes available and 
prices etc. Quote the above 'P' Reference Nos with any enquiries to 
identify items required. (Steve) 

P011071 - RFC Avro 504A #2915 at a training airfield in Eng-
land circa 1916. 
 
P011078 - RFC Royal Aircraft Factory RE.7 #2227 with 
ground crew at an airfield in England circa 1916. 

P011087 - RFC Airco DH.5 A918? in England circa 1917 
with an Avro 504 behind it. 

P011085 - RFC Airco DH.2 with it's serial censored out, 
probably in England circa 1917. 
 
P011086 - RFC Airco DH.4 surrounded by officers and ground 
crew in England circa 1917. 

P011089 - RFC Bristol Scout #5584 in England circa 1917, 
probably with a training unit. 
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 A DHC-1 Chipmunk in RAAF service?  Yes, indeed. 
 
 A check of the AWM site revealed a photograph (P00448.072 above) 
of a Chipmunk at the Central Flying School at East Sale in Victoria in 
1947.  The aircraft doesn't appear to be carrying any formal RAAF iden-
tification and from the angle of the shot, it's difficult to pick up a civilian 
registration.</P> 
 
 A check of the National Archives turned up the Aircraft Status Card for 
the Chipmunk.  The card is not that much help as all it gives is that the 
aircraft was loaned to the RAAF by De Havilland, dates and the like.  
There is no ‘A’ serial recorded or any civilian registration given on the 
card. If I read the Status Card correctly, the entries are:with EFTS 
schools and this is no doubt one of them. 
 
15 January 1948 - Received Central Flying School ex de Havilland on 
temporary loan with effect 15 January 1948  
15 January 1948 - Allotted from Central Flying School to Aircraft Re-
search and Development Unit for completion of tests. Aircraft to be re-
turned to De Havilland on completion of tests ex ARDU.  
23 January 1948 - Released to ARDU ex CFS for completion of tests.  
1 April 1948 - Returned to De Havilland from ARDU.  
8 July 1952 - Delivered Laverton - returned to De Havilland.  
 
The excellent ADF Serials site was a little more helpful and provided 
not one but two Chipmunks as having 'served' with the RAAF: 
 
VH-BFT, a DHC-1A-1 with Construction No 22 - Registered to De Havil-
land Aircraft Pty Ltd 10 December 1947 to 9 January 1948. Loaned to 
the RAAF 15 January 1948 for trials. To Central Flying School 15 Janu-
ary 1948. To ARDU for completion of tests 23 January 1948. Returned 
to register 21 April 1949. Sold to Newcastle Aeroclub 18 October 1949, 
who changed their name in 1953 to Royal Newcastle Aero Club. It be-
came VH-RNG 30 June 1955 to 30 March 1959. It then became VH-
BBF from 30 March 1959 to October 1959. Then became VH-MCC 
from October 1959 to 9 September 1994.  
 
VH-AKW - Received/delivered to Laverton on 8 July 1952 and returned 
to De Havilland. As VH-BFT was with the Royal Newcastle Aero Club 
by then and VH-AKW was with De Havilland, then is could be VH-AKW. 
VH-AKW was with De Havilland between 14 December 1951 and 19 
November 1953.  
 
 
 

Top via Peter Malone: - VH-BFT at East Sale in company 
with A80-1 and some Lincolns. 
 
Lower via John Hopton: P1236-0264 - date ?, at Broad-
meadow, N.S.W. - Newcastle A.C. (Ian McDonell via Hopton 
Collection). 

By Roger Lambert and Rod Blievers 
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Rod Blievers takes up the story 
 
Did the RAAF actually evaluate the Chipmunk again in 1952? To be 
honest, I'm sceptical - after all, the CA22 Winjeel prototype first flew in 
1951. 
 
The National Australian Archive hold the DCA File for AKW 1951-1961 
at the NAA, though once I received a copy there was no reference to 
VH-AKW being "loaned" to the RAAF.  Actually, this is not that surpris-
ing as VH-BFT's equivalent DCA File makes no mention of its allocation 
to the RAAF either! NAA were unable to locate any de Havilland Austra-
lia Ltd 1952 files relating to demonstrating AKW, nor could they locate 
any RAAF ARDU or CFS files relating to Chipmunk evaluations in 1952. 
  
Several "feelers" to a gent in the AHSA, plus others to Stu Kedar and 

Geoff Goodall, have had response but no result. This is more than I can 
say for the RAAF Museum at Pt Cook, who have simply ignored several 
requests from me on this subject. Rob Merrylees suggested I locate one 
Barry Kenyon, retired "somewhere in South Australia" who Rob knew 
when he traded as Riverina Airmotive and apparently had knowledge of 
AKW in the early days. I found him, but he had no knowledge of an 
RAAF involvement, though he recalled having been involved with AKW 
when with Illawarra Flying School. 
 
I'm lucky in that the Civil Aircraft Registrar years ago sent me a listing of 
every Chipmunk that's ever been here, an incredibly useful research 
source. And I never asked him for it, either! 
 
It's a bit like combating a conspiracy theory; how do you prove some-
thing didn't happen when you're unable to locate any evidence that it 
did? 
 
By an amazing coincidence, just before seeing your letter of the same 
title (Flightpath Nov-Jan 2005), I had attended the Annual Chipmunk Fly-
in at Groongal, NSW.  There I had finally met Troy Bates (we had corre-
sponded previously) who is restoring Australia’s first Chipmunk (Can.22, 
VH-BFT,-RNG,-BBF,-MCC) - see photo above. He generously provided 
me with copies of both the RAAF CFS 1948 Assessment of the Chip-
munk and the Aircraft Status Card.  We had briefly discussed if the sec-
ond entry implied a second RAAF assessment. 
 
So as all the readers know what we’re talking about, the last two entries 
on the Status Card read: 
 
1.4.48 – Returned to De Havillands from ARDU 
'52' - Delivered Laverton, Returned to D.H’s.” 
 
With my interest well and truly piqued, I had already started looking at 
this area when I read Roger’s letter. I can add and confirm some details, 
though the one big question remains unanswered. 

To my mind, there seems to be some doubt about VH-AKW as some of 
the detail given, especially places and dates, could also relate to VH-
BFT.  So the question is “Was there one or were there two Chipmunks?”  
 
John Hopton's website, sadly now defunct, had a photograph of VH-BFT 
taken at Casino, NSW on 19 August 1950. The caption states that at the 
time the aircraft belonged to the Newcastle Aeroclub. 
 
It seems strange that a Chipmunk was on loan to the RAAF for a little 
over two and a half months (15 January 1948 to 1 April 1948).  If the air-
craft was supposedly returned from ARDU to De Havilland on 1 April 
1948, why is there a second entry four and a quarter years later stating 
that the aircraft was delivered to Laverton and then returned to De Havil-
land? 
 
I therefore set about checking other sources in an effort to ascertain the 
identity of the ‘RAAF’ Chipmunk(s).  In doing so, I solicited the assis-
tance of some modeling colleagues in the hope that they may have addi-
tional information regarding this illusive aircraft. 
 
I recently received an e-mail from my friend, David Edwards in Mel-
bourne. David had written to Rod Blievers, who owns and commits avia-
tion in his own Chipmunk. From the attached photograph (scanned from 
a Peter Malone photo from the AHSA’s <I>Journal</I>), there can be lit-
tle or no doubt that that is VH-BFT at an RAAF airbase, with the Lincolns 
and the S-51 in the background. Note that the S-51 has the broad-cord 
wooden blades that would make it A80-1, the first of our three S-51s. 
The latter two helicopters had metal narrow chord blades. 
 
The change of registrations/ dates supplied by Rod is interesting. Rod 
says he believes the aircraft the RAAF evaluated at East Sale was VH-
BFT, constructor's number 22 (i.e. a Canadian built aircraft), which was 
DHA's first demonstrator. It still exists and is currently under restoration. 
 
10 December 1947 - De Havilland Aircraft Pty Ltd, Bankstown NSW.  
18 October 1949 - Royal Newcastle Aero Club, Broadmeadow NSW.  
30 June 1955 - Registration changed to VH-RNG  
30 March 1959 - Registration changed to VH-BBF, D.H. Cosh & Son, 
Croppa Creek NSW.  
10 January 1959 - Registration changed to VH-MCC  
6 September 2002 – Mr M.I. Fitzgerald, Willoughby NSW.  
 

If we take the entries up to April 1948, then that ties in with the VH-BFT 
being with the Newcastle Aero Club from 18 October 1949 and also ties 
in with the photo of her taken at Casino on 19 August 1950.  Additional 
evidence lies in the fact that S-51 A80-1 was delivered to the RAAF on 3 
October 1947. The helicopter served with ARDU and then 21 Squadron 
before crashing into the Murray River and being written off around No-
vember 1951. 
 
We know that at that time ARDU was still at Laverton and Point Cook.  
However, I would venture that the photograph of VH-BFT with the Lin-
colns and A80-1 in the background was taken at CFS, East Sale. This 
tends to be supported by the AWM photograph. 
 
So the Aircraft Status Card and the Peter Malone photograph substanti-
ate that at least one Chipmunk was trialed by the RAAF.  But was there 
another aircraft? On the surface it would appear that there were two air-
frames. 
 
I ascertained that Dr David MacGibbon of Indooroopilly in Queensland 
was the current owner of VH-AKW and wrote to him requesting assis-
tance with the history of his Chipmunk. I received a very detailed reply 
from David in which he advised that unfortunately, his airframe had four 
log books, the first two of which are missing and untraceable.  Neverthe-
less, David was able to provide some additional history for VH-AKW and 
it reads like this: 
 
?? – second DHC-1 into Australia, De Havilland demonstrator. 
De Havilland owned for approx two years; may have gone to another op-
erator or direct to Air Training Pty Ltd. 
June 1958 to September 1962 – owned by Air training Pty Ltd, Bank-
stown. 
1962 – sold to Burleigh Cattle Station owned by Australian Estates.  
?? – traded into Rex Aviation, flown from Townsville to Brisbane for sale.  
?? – purchased by a group of Finns, one of whom had flown during 
WWII; deal fell through.  
1968 – purchased by David.  
 
When purchased, David says that clearly discernable through the over 
sprayed silver dope, on the upper surface of the port wing in very large 
letters was the word ILLAWARRA. Does this marking possibly refer to 
the Fawcett Aviation/Illawarra Flying School at Bankstown, NSW? 
 

 

Above via John Hopton: P1236-0028 - 19 Aug 50 at Casino, N.
S.W. - Newcastle Aero Club (Alan Jeffries via Roger Mac-
Donald) 
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Firstly, he is absolutely correct in surmising that VH-BFT was the sub-
ject of the 1948 Trials as it is specifically named in the CFS Report 
(Ref: 18/8/Air, dated 27<SUP>th</SUP> January 1948). The main 
question raised is “was there a second evaluation, and was VH-AKW 
the aircraft used”? 
 
Skirting around the big question and taking the second part first, it is 
possible to deduce that, if the second assessment did actually take 
place, the aircraft involved could only have been VH-AKW. 
 
In the first instance, AKW was De Havilland Australia’s demonstrator 
from 14/12/1951 to 19/11/1953, i.e. covering the period of the alleged 
issue to the RAAF in mid 1952. 
 
By the process of elimination, the same identification can also be 
reached. Given the thoroughness of the first assessment, the only 
conceivable reason for the RAAF to re-visit the Chipmunk would be to 
look at the RAF's T.10. This aircraft differed considerably from the Ca-
nadian-built DHC-1A-1, featuring, amongst other things, a higher 
weight (2100 lbs MAUW), an undercarriage with greater forward rake, 
a metal Fairey-Reed propeller, a more powerful (145 hp) Gipsy Major 
8 engine, a beefed-up centre section rendering the aircraft fully aero-
batic, a revised fuel system, an electrical system, a much broader 
cross-sectioned canopy which also incorporated bulged rear side pan-
els and a full "blind flying" panel in both cockpits. Allegedly it also had 
less benign spinning characteristics. In 1952 there were only five 
Chipmunks present here; VH-BFT, -AFR, - AMB, -ROG and -AKW. 
Working through these, the previously examined BFT was now with 
(what was then) the Newcastle Aero Club while AFR (Can.18) was 
with the Royal Aero Club of NSW. Both these aircraft were DHC-1A-
1's, the "lightweight" and quite simple initial Canadian version, and 
were thus of no further interest to the RAAF. The remaining aircraft 
were all in fact Mk.21's, which was closely equivalent to the T.10, 
though certified to civil standards. 
 
They differed only in the certification method, some cockpit placards 
and the re-location of some minor items of equipment. From the as-
sessment viewpoint they were effectively T.10's. The first two, AMB 
(C1-0383) and ROG (C1-0435) were both with the Royal Aero Club of 
WA, then based at Maylands, and were thus geographically extremely 
unlikely. This only leaves AKW as the candidate. 
Did the second assessment actually occur? The only evidence located 
thus far is that strange last entry on the Aircraft Status Card.  I believe 

that this entry has solely generated the listing on the ADF Serials web-
site.  Surely the entry is incomplete - did the RAAF really only have 
AKW for one day, as the entry implies?  Why bother making an entry 
on the Status Card at all for such a transient “borrow”?  I am still pur-
suing this question and (with the editor’s forbearance) hope to be able 
to add to this later. Currently, I have an open mind as to whether there 
ever was a second RAAF Chipmunk assessment or not. 
 
Returning to AKW, often overlooked is this aircraft’s historical signifi-
cance.  This was the very first Mk.21, the first machine built in the UK 
from “the ground up” as a civil aircraft – to date all previous aircraft 
had been either T.10’s for the RAF or Mk.20’s for the Danish Air 
Force. Ordered by De Havilland Australia, it first flew on 17/08/1950.  
Despite the DH paperwork being marked “delivery earliest”, it re-
mained in the UK for some 10 months undergoing ARB Certificate of 
Airworthiness testing and certification. At one stage the aircraft was 
fitted with a tail-mounted parachute for spinning trials.  The DH paper-
work also reveals that over this period it flew unpainted and carried no 
registration at all!  It was eventually painted, commencing on 
22/05/1951 and in the following month crated up in preparation of 
shipment to Australia.  On arrival in Australia, the registration history is 
as follows: 
 
14/12/1951 Aircraft to Register  De Havilland Australia Pty Ltd, Bank-
stown, NSW. 
 
19/11/1953 Change of owner  Royal Newcastle Aero Club, Broad-
meadow, NSW. 
 
08/07/1956 Change of owner  B.W. Rayner, Mudgee, NSW.  
 
01/11/1957 Change of owner  Air Training Pty Ltd*, Bankstown, NSW.  
 
02/11/1961 Change of owner  R.M. Marshall, Five Dock, NSW.  
 
31/08/1965 Change of owner  Nortley Aviation Pty Ltd, Camden, 
NSW. 
 
12/10/1965 Change of owner  Australian Estates Coy Pastoral Pty Ltd, 
Richmond, Qld 
 
?  Change of owner  K.M. Barrable, Richmond, Qld.  
 

VH-MCC (ex-VH-BFT) awaiting restoration at Albion Park. Photo : Rod Blievers. 
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?  Change of owner  K.M. Barrable, Richmond, Qld.  
 
09/11/1967 Change of owner  P. Saarinen & A. Lahti, Holland Park, 
Qld. 
 
10/09/1968 Change of owner  D.J. MacGibbon, St Lucia, Qld.  
 
01/07/1971 Struck off register  Unairworthy 
 
18/02/1988 Returned to register  D.J. MacGibbon, Brisbane, Qld.  
 
? /1993 Change of address  D.J. MacGibbon, Indooroopilly, Qld.  
 
* This company operated as Illawarra Flying School. 
 
This aircraft remains quite active. An immaculate Chipmunk, it is a 
credit to the current owner, David MacGibbon. He has even achieved 

that aeronautical impossibility – a dripless Gipsy Major engine! 
 
Acknowledgements  
 
I must acknowledge the ready assistance I have received from both 
Rod Brown and Bill Fisher in the UK. Their collective knowledge of the 
Chipmunk is truly encyclopaedic. I hope this is helpful – any reader 
input would be gratefully received. 
 
Are any “In Miniature” readers able to provide the early history of VH-
AKW? If we can verify that VH-AKW was indeed trialled by the RAAF, 
then we have a very unique situation in that both aircraft survive today, 
one actively flying with Dr David MacGibbon (VH-AKW) and one under 

Above – 2 photos of VH-AKW (David Macgibbon's Chipmunk). 
Photos : Rod Blievers 
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The DHC-1 Chipmunk has been produced in both 1/72 scale and 1/48 
scale by Airfix and Aeroclub respectively.  For those of you who may 
consider modelling the 'RAAF's' Chipmunk trials aircraft, VH-BFT, it is 
worthwhile noting the differences between the Royal Air Force's T.10, 
the subject of both the Airfix and Aeroclub kits, and DHC-1 Chipmunk, 
VH-BFT. 
 
The Airfix 1/72nd injection moulded offering of the Chipmunk can still 
be found, as can the 1/48th vac form and injection moulded offering 
from Aeroclub.  The vac form Chipmunk was superseded by the up-
dated injection moulded version by Aeroclub, but like its vac form 
cousin, this kit seems to be now out of production.  
 
The 1/48 scale Chippies are both Aeroclub. The first iteration was the 
vac form with white metal parts, and this was superseded by the injec-
tion moulded version.  Essentially, the injection moulding replaced the 
fuselage, wing and tailplane vac forms. I can't recall the original Aero-
club kit number but their catalogue, which lists the DHC.1 Chipmunk 
as not available, is given as K402.  Here's a link to a review of the 
Aeroclub vac form kit and there does not appear to be any anti-stall 
strakes fitted to the kit - 'http://modelingmadness.com/scotts/viet/dhc1.
htm'. 
 
So, whether you are modelling in 1/72nd or 1/48th, here are some ex-
ternal of the external differences as they related to VH-BFT: 
 
1. No external priming holes in the LH cowl.  
2. No engine frame re-enforcing plates (just aft of firewall).  
3. Kinked exhaust pipe.  
4. Wooden propeller.  
5. Venturi below LH windscreen.  
6. Quite different canopy/windscreen - in cross-section it tapers at a 
shallower angle resulting in a tighter radius at the top - all side panels 
are flat.  
7. No battery access panels in rear fuselage.  
8. No anti-spinning strakes.  
9. Narrow chord rudder.  
10. No navigation lights.  
11. Trim tab on BOTH elevators.  
12. The undercarriage is more vertical though, frankly, this is very hard 
to discern.  
13. No external power receptacle (just aft of firewall on LHS).  
14. No access panel above tail wheel (again LHS).  
 
So, incorporate the above modifications in your model and you will 
have an accurate scale replica of the one confirmed (at this stage) 
RAAF trials Chipmunk, VH-BFT.  
 
References: 
 
1) http://www.kiwiaircraftimages.com/chipmunk.html 
 

Shown above is a photo of the cockpit - source Internet 
(credit unknown - Editor. 
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By Roger Lambert 

2)http:/ /www.rcaf.com/aircraft / t rainers/chipmunk/ index.php?
name=Chipmunk 
 
3) http://www.chipmeet.com 
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Shown above and on the previous page are some drawings from the technical manual from a site maintained by Bombardier 
(current owners of DHC) - Editor. 

/���������/���������� by Gary Wickham 

I think that the way a modeller sets up their workbench says a lot. I've had a few requests lately about how my own modelling desk is setup, so I 
decided to share the details here for all to see.I hope you find it useful and pick up some tips for your own bench :) 
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Figure 1 (Previous Page) - This shows my main desk. You can see I like lots of light when modelling. I have 3 lights (one of which is also a             
magnifying lamp). I like to keep common tools and materials close  by. On the left you can just see my pliers and cutters, on the right is my air-
brush (and under the table is my silent compressor). 
 
Figure 2 (Above) - This is a clearer shot of the left of my bench. I have a set of drawers that backs upto my bench. On the back of the draws is 
where I mount pliers and cutters. On the floor, you can see my supply of evergreen plastic card and brass wire (used for scratchbuilding and adding 
details). These are held in place by a makeshift rack (from a model kit box). In the very bottom left of this photo you can just see (with a red handle) 
the top of my Chopper (created by Northwest Line) which is used for creating accurate cuts of plastic card. 
 
Figure 3 (Below) - This is the top of the chest of drawers used for storing modelling supplies that are not needed on a day-to-day basis (eg wire 
mesh, bulk plastic card, spare tape etc). The top of the drawers is where I store the kit box and sprues of the current model(s) until needed. I also 
use the far end of this area to put parts that are drying (glue or paint). This way my main desk is kept clear for actual active work. 
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Figure 4 (Above) - A shot of my bench proper. Again working on the principle of keeping things close by, I have lots of vertical storage containers. 
The left unit shown here is one of those wooden office paper filers with each second shelve removed. In this one I store bottled liquids (excluding 
paints) for example, thinners, decal set, gloss and flat clears, maskol, liquid putty. On the very bottom shelf I keep my wet n dry sandpaper (pre cut 
to fit my sanding block) and flexi-files. Large bottles that will not fit into the shelves are placed on top. On the far left of this unit is my airbrush 
cleaning station. 
 
Figure 5 (Below) - Moving across the bench to the right, you can see the centre plastic container. This one mainly contains consumables and tools 
that are long and thin. Examples include files, knives, tube cement and putty, toothpicks, cotton buds, blades, pens, dremel bits, tweezers etc. On 
the far right of my bench is the final storage container in which I store miscellaneous stuff. For example, scribers, scribing templates, sanding 
sticks, hammer and razor saw on the top shelf (basically stuff that would not fit in the middle container). The middle shelf contains drill bits, mitre 
box, punch & die sets etc. The bottom shelf contains assorted copper wire, hold & fold tool (for photo etch), clamps and the larger scribing tem-
plates. On top of these wooden shelves you can see yet another set of plastic drawers. This contains lots of small fiddly things. for example, photo-
etch spares, mv lens, airbrush nozzles &amp; needles, syringes, spare super glue, invisible thread, assorted lead and copper wire. Finally on the 
very top of all of this you can just see the bottles of thinners, white spirits etc. These are decanted from the larger bottles into these smaller contain-
ers for convenience. 
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Figure 6 (Above) - Here we see a lot shot under the bench. The SilAir compressor is here as well as the foot speed pedal for the dremel tool. Di-
rectly to right of where I sit are two more plastic drawers. The bottom one contains larger items I use frequently (eg plastic bags, oil paints etc) The 
small plastic drawers (with the colourful handles) contains my frequently used paints. The top two drawers contains humbrol tins, whilst the bottom             
two have Model Master. On top of these drawers is a pack of paper serviettes that I use for clean up.The disgusting looking drink bottle next to the 
drawers is used to dump excess paint from the airbrush when cleaning up. Finally the rubbish bin can just be seen in the extreme right of the   
photo 
 
Figure 7 (Below) - This shot shows the bench from another angle. Here you can see the working surface and cutting board. As you may             
have guessed by now, I do not have a dedicated spraybooth. I do all my painting directly on the bench. I remove the cutting board to avoid over-
spray. I can get away with this as I normally spray using a low pressure (10-15psi) and therefore minimise the volume of fumes. I normally work 
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By Steve Mackenzie 

Figure 8 – This final shot shows the room behind my desk from an angle looking back over the bench. You can see my aircraft display cabinet 
and next to this are several black plastic drawer sets. These contain the bulk of my paints (acrylic, alclad, etc). On top of the display cabinet is 
some kits that are part started and to the right of the display cabinet is the pile of commission kits. 
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RAAF 36 Squadron returns to the Middle East 
 
The RAAF’s 36 Squadron has returned to the Middle East after a 
break of nine months to continue the job of providing intra-theatre air 
lift and sustainment support to Australian troops deployed to the re-
gion as part of Operation Catalyst. 36 Squadron has deployed two 
C130-H Hercules aircraft for the task, which are supported by a team 
of 120 RAAF personnel. 
 
The C-130 detachment of about 160 personnel provide intra-theatre 
air lift and sustainment support in the Middle East, with two transport 
aircraft, ground crew and other support elements as part of Operation 
Catalyst. Their roles range from clerical and medical support to air-
crew and maintenance technicians, and many personnel have de-
ployed from other squadrons and units across Australia. 
 
The aircraft are based at a major coalition airbase in the Persian Gulf 
region, and have replaced two C130-J model Hercules aircraft from 37 
Squadron RAAF, which provided the airlift support from September 
2004 to July 2005, themselves replacing the first 36 Squadron detach-
ment that served in the region from February 2003. 
 
The detachment is the forth task group belonging to the ADF's Joint 
Task Force 633, and as such is commonly referred to as TG633.4 
Operation Catalyst is the Australian Defence Force’s contribution to 
the reconstruction and rehabilitation of Iraq. 

 
Operation Catalyst is the ADF's contribution to the reconstruction and 
rehabilitation of Iraq. Operation Catalyst commenced on July 16, 2003 
and currently comprises 1370 ADF personnel. Operation Catalyst runs 
concurrently with Operation Slipper, Australia's contribution to the fight 
against international terorism. 
 
Editor's Notes - Photos were downloaded from the ADF Media 
Site. If you wish to download the large format photos (up to 3000+ 
pixels wide & 3.5 Mb files each in their original format) or view the 
original captions, they are available on the Media site (per address 
below), in 2 batches under the date of 8 Sep 2005.(Steve) 
 
The astute will have noticed that at least one of these airframes is 
carrying nose art being named 'Desert Rat'. If anyone knows the serial 
of this airframe (or indeed any other ADF Hercs and Orions that may 
have carried such in the last couple of years), please write to the edi-
torial address. Introductory text is from ADF Media site. 
 
References: Department of Defence – Media centre - http://www.
defence.gov.au/media/download/2005/sep/index.cfm 
 
All photos kindly supplied by the Department of Defence media cen-
tre. 
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 One of the most popular club members, Alan Yee has a large collec-
tion of personal photos dating back to just after the end of W.W.II. 
Many of these photos are from an era from which few good illustra-
tions turn up in print in the usual sources. 
 
 Until recently Alan did not have prints of many of his negatives that 
he had taken over the years. With the advent of access to cheaper 
scanning solutions he has been able to obtain electronic copies of 
much of his collection and has agreed to this publication using a se-
lection of his images in each issue. He and myself (the editor) will se-
lect some for use each quarter, on some occasions they will be to a 
random theme as here, sometimes it will concentrate on one particular 
airframe or type, on other occasions there may be a mini walkaround 
of a particular airframe. 
 
On this occasion I have put together a spread of Boomerang photos, 
most being of the well known A46-30 (Steve - Editor). 

An airframe that survived post war and is virtually never mentioned is A46-73 shown here displayed at Sydney Society of Model 
Engineers, Sydney Show exhibit 05/47. It is currently being restored to flying condition by Arthur Griffiths. 
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The remaining photos show the much better known survivor - A46-30 - shown photographed at an air display post 1967 when it 
was restored. 
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We featured the Beaufighter Mk.VIF of Merve Shipard way back in issue 
4/1 of our publication 'News and Views' (that is a LONG time ago, about 
1988 by my calcs). Since a couple of other sources have featured this 
airframe, unfortunately inaccurately (in the case of Osprey, very badly 
so), thus I thought this would be an opportune time to revisit the subject. 
This also allows us to include much additional photographic material in 
our current format.  
 
Mervyn 'Merve' Charles Shipard, known as 'Slippery', was born at Albury 
NSW on the 24th July 1917. He joined the RAAF on 20th July 1940 and 
trained at 5 EFTS Narromine and 3 SFTS Calgary, Canada before being 
posted to 54 OTU RAF, 68 and 89 Squadrons. He ended the war with 
13 confirmed victories (all at night), to become the RAAF's leading Night 
Fighter Ace. 
 
The Beaufighter VIFs (NF version) used by 89 Sqn at this time were 
painted in an attractive scheme of Dark Earth and Midstone upper sur-
faces with Black lower surfaces, initially the satin finish "Smooth Night' - 
see the heading photo, but this soon faded to Matt under the Desert 
conditions (note the cowling collector rings are painted in the same col-
ours). Serial Numbers and Code letters were in Red. The code letters 
appear from the photos to have been in a standard configuration of be-
ing to the right of the roundel, i.e rearward to port and on the starboard 
side, forward of the roundel. 

Merve Shipard and his RIO Doug Oxby pictured in front of their 
usual 'mount', 'Slippery Ship II' at about the end of his tour in 
March 1943. Photo: Merve Shipard. 

� ���-�����,����3���7����8������

By Steve Mackenzie 
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Page 45 :Pulling through the props on V8447. This photo is important as it shows the position and colour of the code letter on 
the port side. Photo: Merve Shipard. Above: An IWM official photo which is the evidence that the airframe did indeed carry the 
name 'Slippery Ship II' on the starboard nose. No kill marks however. Photo: IWM CNA3932. 

When PD Decals from Melbourne did their sheet #011 (in both 1/72 & 
1/48 scales) they got very close to the correct appearance of V8447. 
They had the colour scheme correct (Osprey messed it up badly -see 
below), but incorrectly gave the code letter 'S' and the serials in Black. 
If using these sheets (highly recommended) you will need to source 
replacement codes and serials from another source. Their camo pat-
tern is also very good apart from missing the Dark Earth area on the 
upper fin which is just visible in the first photo above. 
 
One reason that I decided to rerun this material is that Osprey has re-
cently covered this airframe in their Osprey Aircraft of the Aces #65 ' 
Beaufighter Aces of World War 2'. Unfortunately they got it badly 
wrong. They show a profile in the NF camouflage scheme of Dark 
Green and Med Sea Grey with Black under surfaces which is com-
pletely incorrect. They also have other errors such as the code letter 
too far aft and the incorrect serial X8447. Do not build a model using 

this (Osprey) reference or it will be wrong. 
 
I have included below some other IWM photos of 89 Sqn Beaufighters 
taken at the same time as the one of V8447. These show the variety 
of ways in which the Dark Earth/ Midstone/ Black colour scheme was 
interpreted. See for instance airframe 'E' which is completely different 
to the others. 
 
References: 
 
1) Photos from Mervyn Shipard and IWM attached. 
 
2) PD Decals sheets 72-011 and 48-011 Beaufighter Night Fighters. 
 
3) Osprey Aircraft of the Aces #65 ' Beaufighter Aces of World War 2' 
by Andrew Thomas. 

Beaufighter VIF, V8447, 89 Squadron RAF, Merving 
Shipard, Castel Benito, Mar 1943. 
 
Dark Earth and Midstone upper surfaces with Matt Black lower sur-
faces (note the cowling collector rings are painted in the same col-
ours). Serial V8447 and code letter 'S' are Red. Roundels carried in 4 
positions only (no underwing). Name 'Slippery Ship II' and kill mark-
ings (port only) are carried on the panel below of the cockpit in Black. 
On the starboard side, the code letter 'S' was carried forward of the 
roundel, and the name 'Slippery Ship II' only was carried without the 
kill markings (see photo). 
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Task Force 72 Meeting on 26th June 2005 
 
A look at large scale Naval modelling with a report from the TF72 meeting from 
Mick Elst - yes they are all 1/72 scale working models). 
 
Home Web Site – ‘http://www.Taskforce72.org’  
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In no particular order, here's a few kits I've built lately 
 
Airfix 1/600 Bismark 
 
Pros  - It's cheap, still available and great for the kids in the bathtub (also good for shutting them up for a while, building it) ! 
 
Cons  - It does assemble well, despite a lot of flash on the smaller parts,  looks good when complete. There's a lot of wrong or missing detail, accord-
ing to various websites and other refs 
 
Final Verdict  - This could well be the last time its seen on the market (Airfix have said they have no plans to release or re-release any ship kits in the 
future) and if (like me), you had one as a kid and want one for memory lane purposes, grab it now while you still can. It still looks impressive when 
finished ! 

Airfix "Falklands Warships" set, 1/600 
 
Reissue of 3 kits - HMS Amazon, HMS Devonshire and HMS Leander (bagged separately) in one box at a cheap price ! 
 
Pros  - Only way to get these 3 kits from the shops at present, kits are still pretty good, only Devonshire shows its age in the quality of the moulds. All 
3 assemble easily, decals provided for 3 ships in each class. Exocet missile launchers included with all 3 kits to portray the ships as they were in the 
Falklands (I didn't this time, but I do have another set unbuilt !) 
 
Cons  - Seacat launchers in all 3 kits woeful (as they always were !) Exocet launchers also underscale in width and height. Devonshire in the set I've 
built had short moulds on the front superstructure, necessitating a total rebuild in that area with plastic card, luckily its fairly basic and easily done 
(the Devonshire in the second set is fine, so I may have got a dud which escaped QC) There's plenty of flash on Devonshire's smaller parts. Leander 
and Amazon both had some small amounts of flash here and there, but no real dramas. I finished the kits "as launched" and with their original names 
from this set.. When I do the second set, it will be their sister ships (HMS Arrow, HMS Penelope and HMS Glamorgan), in Falklands configuration 
 
Final Verdict  - Worth getting - the sets represent good value for money, again as previously mentioned, it's the only way to get these 3 kits from the 
shops at present, and by the looks of Devonshire, her moulds won't last much longer ! 
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Airfix HMS Ark Royal, 1/600 
 
Pros  - Its cheap, assembles well and looks good when finished 
 
Cons  - Moulds getting old, won't be reissued again (according to Airfix), and has too many arrestor wires moulded into the deck to accurately por-
tray the ship any time after her 1939 refit, thus, for in between when she was launched in 1937 and her 1939 refit, the kit is pretty accurate ! 
 
Final Verdict  - Worth getting, if only to complete your collection of Airfix 1/600 warships - it is better in most aspects than the ancient Revell 1/570 
kit ! 

PST KV 85 and KV 122, 1/72 
 
Pros  - Two very nice and cheaply priced kits of two rather rare Soviet tanks of WW2, which served in small numbers and were part of the develop-
ment of the IS (Joseph Stalin) series of tanks. Many spare parts (two different hulls and hull tops and two complete but different sets of wheels per 
kit - instructions clearly state which is to be used and which will enrich your spares box !  Link and Length tracks and a decal sheet for at least 3 ex-
amples of each species complete the bargain ! A small brass etched fret is included, covering such things as hull and turret MG mount bases. 
 
Cons  - First look seems to yell "short run kit" at you, with lots of heavy flash round the smaller parts, relax though and take your time and once the 
flash is gone, everything does assemble easily and well. Top run of track is one length and needs to be bent about a bit to show a realistic sag be-
tween upper rollers, very easily done and I don't know why I didn't ! A bit of filler will be needed here and there around the hull and turret on both kits 
 
Final Verdict  - Very much worth getting to complete the KV line of tanks of WW2 and as a good conversation starter - you'd be amazed how many 
people don't know about these two ! …. I've already sent a KV 85 kit with "Oh Yeah ?" written in big black letters on the boxtop to an old schoolmate 
of mine, who ridiculed me about making up things that didn't exist when I mentioned the KV 85 in front of a few mates at school all those years 
ago ! - He got just as big a laugh out of it as I did !  Buy the pair and you'll have enough spares to get another one of either variant for free from the 
spares ! 
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PST IS (Joseph Stalin) I, II, IIM, 1/72 
 
Pros  - As for the KV 85 and 122 (above) Very nice kits link/length track/plenty of spares etc; All differences in the actual vehicles covered by the kits 
are pointed out in the instructions and the relevant parts for each are on the sprue. Small brass etched fret identical to the one found in the KV 85 
and 122 kits is included. Plenty of decals in each kit for each of the vehicles in the kits IS 1 is close to KV 85 (prototypically) but does have the 
raised engine deck grilles of the Stalin series (again prototypically) Differences between IS 2 and IS 2M are various, main one being a driver's hatch 
and differently shaped hull front on the 2M. 
 
Cons  -  As above for KB 85/122 kits .. Look like short run kits, plenty of flash etc; Take your time though and some very convincing models will be 
the result. Turret roof MG seems overscale, and I didn't bother with it on any of mine ! 
 
Final Verdict  - Well worth getting, as they're certainly the cheapest examples of these vehicles in this scale.. Even if the kits appear at first look to 
be short run, the flash on the smaller parts is easily cleaned off and some very convincing replicas do result !!  Buy any two and combine the spares 
for a third one (any variant) free ! 

 

Dragon HMS Ark Royal, Gulf War 1991, 1/700 
 
A very nice kit of the third of the Invincible class Through Deck Cruisers (Cruiser size/weight/displacement) otherwise known as "Ski Ramp" or 
"Harrier Carriers" in GW1 configuration. 
 
Pros  - Assembles easily and well with little flash to be found and no complications in assembly. Dragon have stayed with their old style instructions 
for their ship kits and that's truly a plus and worth big points from this reviewer. 4 Sea Harriers and 4 Sea king helicopters are supplied and there's 
markings for each of them on the decal sheet (I didn't bother, the markings are tiny and I'm cross-eyed enough as it is !) 
 
Cons  - Some may consider the raised lines on the flight deck a minus, I don't because they're high enough to paint in drybrush fashion, without 
needing masking, you won't see that they're raised unless you try a "vroom" landing or take-off along the deck with one of the Harriers anyway !  
Some fine lines of flash on the smaller parts can mean you won't see them till after the part is painted.  
 
Final Verdict  - As we've come to expect from Dragon, its superb quality, but a little on the pricy side - that aside it's well worth getting !! 

 

 
Airfix Westland-Aerospatiale Lynx HAS 3, 1/72 
 
Pros  - Nice kit of the early anti-submarine Lynx helicopter, parts fit is excellent, (didn't need filler at all), assembles easily and well and to put the 
icing on the cake, a very nice set of decals is supplied with the choice of a French example or a Royal Naval example aboard HMS Exeter. 
 
Cons  - Might become harder to find, now that Airfix have latest Lynx HAS 8, although both kits are still in the catalogue, there is some flash to be 
removed on the smaller parts. Clear parts are on the thick side, but once installed and painted, look the goods and their thickness isn't all that notice-
able. 
 
Final Verdict - A great kit worth getting if you're into helicopters in particular, or Naval aircraft in general ! 
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Alanger 1/72 Bell AG-1G Hueycobra 
 
Reissue of Matchbox kit via Revell Germany (who own the Matchbox moulds). 
 
Pros  - It's the only early (Vietnam era), single engine, injection kit of this attack chopper available, its dead cheap too ! 
 
Cons  - Instructions do not show cockpit interior assembly although the parts are on the sprue, various exterior parts have "ripple effect" finish (not 
enough plastic in the moulds or injected at too high a temperature and not cooled enough before being ejected ?) Canopy is beautifully clear, but 
seems to be moulded way too wide for the fuselage …Turret gun seems to have lost its outer section and therefore some of its length in these 
mouldings …Decals are horrible, being reminiscent of ICM's in this scale, shattering instantly and irretrievably the very moment they come into 
contact with water. 
 
Final Verdict  - with a bit of filler, patience and new decals (or decal fixing solution), its ok for the price. 

Dragon HMAS Sydney, 1/700 
 
Pros  - Nice kit of the Oliver Hazard Perry class Guided Missile Frigate (FFG), in RAN markings, very little flash, almost falls together too easily. 
Kit also includes a very nice kit of the US Pegasus class Hydrofoil. Large decal sheet includes markings for HMAS Canberra and HMAS Adelaide 
as well as enough extras to model most of the US Perry class. Markings also included for the two Blackhawk/Seahawk Helicopters supplied in the 
kit. 
 
Cons  - Some of the parts have small amounts of flash to remove, which can be painful because of the smallness of the parts. Main rotors for both 
helicopters supplied in kit irretrievably broken on the sprues in my kit (according to my sources, a common problem with the Dragon Perry class). 
Masts rather fiddly to assemble and clear of sprue, best assembled completely and painted before installation. Price is definitely on the high side 
for something as small as this. 
 
Final Verdict  - If you can find one on special or get one cheap, it's a very nice kit and well worth having, given the scarcity of RAN subjects kitted. 
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Airfix Westland-Aerospatiale Lynx HAS 8, 1/72 
 
Pros  - Latest version of Lynx to see service with Royal Navy, among others, large decal sheet with markings for two RN, one German and one Bra-
zilian Navy examples, Assembles easily and well, no problems encountered. Basically HAS 3 kit (above) with an extra sprue to take care of this vari-
ant's aerial fit and lumpy nose. 
 
Cons  - Extra sprue doesn't seem to be as sharply or as precisely moulded as original sprues in the kit and is in a softer polystyrene than the rest of 
the kit. As for the HAS 3, the clear parts are on the thick side, but do fit well and the thickness is not noticeable on the finished model. Aerial fit of 
the different versions is somewhat complicated in the instructions, referring to the painting guides at the end of the instructions will soon have things 
sorted… According to my references, the aerial fit depicted in the painting guides is accurate for each version. 
 
Final Verdict  - Again a great kit and worth getting for those into helicopters or current Naval aircraft. 

 
Airfix Bell AH-1T Sea Cobra, 1/72 
 
Pros  - The only commonly available injection kit in 72nd of the AH 1T, nicely detailed with lots of tiny parts in the cockpit and all of the smaller aeri-
als and cockpit details seem to be present and accounted for. Best Cobra cockpit seats I've seen in any kit in this scale !  Seems to be Heller 
moulded, but I'm not holding that against it ! 
 
Cons  -  Raised panel lines and rivets - nowhere near as bad as Heller were once known for and easily removed with gentle sanding if they offend. 
Kit plastic is soft and glues well, but make sure you use a sharp knife blade for all cutting/trimming purposes, being soft, the plastic scratches/marks 
easily. Front gun and turret very painful to assemble, patiently taking your time and an easy does it approach will pay enormous dividends. 
 

 

 
Concept and Reviews by Matt Ward 
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I've been lucky enough to catch up with some kits of the older, no longer available brands recently and having built a few of them (kits are meant to 
be built, not piled up and gloated over !) here's the results..  
 
There are many out there in the modelling world who would, no doubt, be asking why I wanted these old kits, because there's newer kits of the same 
subjects about, with no doubt, far better details, recessed panel lines, etc.  
 
My answer is that I prefer the older kits precisely for their lack of detail, they're quicker to assemble (you're never going to see anything much in the 
cockpits through a closed canopy - I never build anything with the canopy open these days)… Similarly, raised panel lines and rivets don't bother me 
either, they can always be sanded away if they're big or high enough to cause indigestion. Fact is, no full size aircraft ever had etched or raised 
panel lines in the first place ! 
 
These old kits lack detail where I don't personally think it counts (cockpits, wheel wells etc;), but are generally pretty right in outline, shape  and 
scale size. That'll do me, the quicker I can get through the building and onto the painting and finishing, the better I prefer things ! 
 
Here's a few of them in no particular order. This is not a review type article, no point in reviewing that which is sadly, long gone from the hobby shop 
shelves and is thus no longer generally available. All aircraft are 1/72 scale, all other kits shown with scales listed.  

3���� ���-�����000�

Matchbox BAC 167 Strikemaster 
 
Kit finished as box, in RNZAF colours, with original kit decals. 
 
Airfix BAC 167 Strikemaster 
 
Kit finished as box in Omani colours, again with kit markings - here's hoping 
Airfix will reissue this one sooner or later ! 
 
Matchbox Rockwell T2-C Buckeye 
 
Kit finished as box in kit supplied insignia. 
 
Matchbox Mig 21 PM 
 
Late Matchbox issue, moulds modified from their earlier Mig 21 PF kit (below), 
finished as box in Egyptian markings, with original kit decals. 

Matchbox Mig 21 PF 
 
Original Mig 21 kit issued by Matchbox, moulds later modified to produce 
the Mig 21 PM kit (above) Both kits finished as box, colour schemes 
changed, with kit supplied National insignia used, numbers from spares 
box. 
 
Matchbox HMS Tiger 1/700 scale 
 
Kit represents Tiger as modified to her final configuration as helicopter 
Command Cruiser, quite a nice kit which looks the goods when finished. 
 
Matchbox USS Indianapolis 1/700 scale 
 
Kit represents ship at the time she ferried the "Fat Man" and "Little Boy" 
atomic bombs to Tinian Island, from whence they were carried to their final 
destinations by B-29's. I believe this kit has been reissued once by Revell 
Germany, who now own the Matchbox moulds. 
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Matchbox Hawker Fury 
 
Kit finished as box in kit supplied markings and stretched sprue rigging -  
PLEASE Mr Revell Germany, can we have a reissue ??? 
 
Matchbox Armstrong-Whitworth Siskin IIIA 
 
Kit finished as box in kit supplied markings and stretched sprue rigging -  
PLEASE Mr Revell Germany, can we have a reissue ??? 
 
KP Letov S 231 
 
Kit finished as box in hand painted Spanish Civil War markings (easily 
masked) and rigged with stretched sprue. 

Frog Gloster Meteor F Mk IV 
 
Kit finished as box with original kit decals. 
 
Matchbox Gloster Meteor NF 12 
 
Kit finished as box with original kit decals. 
 
Airfix De Havilland Tiger Moth 
 
Hang on, this one's still currently available - what's it doing in here ???  
Well there is a big difference … The currently available one is moulded in 
grey with a fair bit of flash, and comes in a little flat box… This one came in 
a bag with a folded paper label stapled to the top which had to be very 
carefully un-stapled because the instructions were on the inside of it, was 
moulded very crisply in yellow with almost no flash and had an OVAL based 
stand in the kit … It's the original Airfix issue from way back when.. It was 
probably worth a bit to a collector until I built it ! I built it because I wanted 
to do a "Tiggy" in the original silver doped colour scheme in which they 
were delivered to the RAF from the De H factory at Hatfield in 1934 and this 
was the first Airfix "Tiggy" kit which came to hand when I felt the need to 
build it (as I said, kits are meant to be built !)  Its finished as box but with 
the colour scheme changed and markings substituted from a reissue (in a 
blister pack !) and Modeldecal digits replacing the Airfix originals in the se-
rial numbers, stretched sprue rigging completes the finished item. 
 
 

M a t t h e w 
Ward 
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High Planes Models 1/72 Argentinian Finger 1 
 
HPM have now produced yet another model of the ubiquitous Mirage III series - this time the Finger I, a rebuilt IAI Dagger with a Kfir nose and up-
graded avionics designed for air defence. 
 
The injection moulded parts are in HPM's softish blue plastic and require removal of some flash and installation of some locating tabs as is usual 
with such short-run kits. To achieve perfect fit, some trimming of the main compnents is required and this is clearly  marked in the instructions, as is 
the fitting of the replacement nose. 
 
Resin components are now supplied for air intakes, tailpipe, fin extension, nosewheel bay, cockpit tub and instrument panel, and main wheels. 
These are all beautifully cast, the detail inside the tailpipe being outstanding but will require careful removal from the casting blocks. White metal is 
used for the ejection seat and undercarrages. Additionally, an etched brass sheet is provided containing all the external aerials and strakes, their lo-
cations being clearly marked on the instruction sheet. Thoughtfully, two crystal clear vacform canopies  are provided. 
 
Finally, decals are provided for 
 
(1) two overall grey Fingers with low-vis markings, 
(2) two light green/dark green/tan/light grey Fingers with full colour markings, the relevant FS numbers being shown on the full-colour instruction 
sheet with views of <U>both</U> side profiles as well as upper and undersurfaces. 
 
This is an excellent multimedia kit of an obscure but interesting aircraft and is Recommended. 
 
 
High Planes Models - 1/32 Resin Martin Baker Mk.6 Ejection Seat 
 
This resin seat is particularly timely with the re-release of Revell's 1/32 Mirage III kit, the detailing in which is decidedly basic. Faultlessly moulded in 
pale cream resin, the seat comes with a separate separation handle, a large isometric drawing identifying all salient features and one page of detail 
colour photographs of a 1:1 scale seat to help with painting Recommended.  
 
Remember that HPM also has 1/32 scale decals In their range - 75/79 Squadron aircraft in the low-vis grey and 76 Squadron aircraft in the natural 
metal scheme. 
 
High Planes Models - 1/72 CAC Sabre 
  
Released some time ago (the Academy Sabre with new CAC Avon Sabre fuselage halves), this kit has reappeared with new decals. The replace-
ment fuselage halves are crisply moulded with minimal flash and fit the other kit parts with virtually no filler. 
 
The new decal sheet features one set of national markings and complete stencils plus individual markings for: 
 
(1) A94-943, 3 Squadron, 
(2) A94-944, 79 Squadron, 
(3) A94-982, 77 Squadron, 
(4) A94-970, 77 Squadron, (two different schemes) 
(5) A94-965, 79 Squadron, 
 
 with all aircraft being in the sprayed aluminium scheme. The decaIs are commendably thin and come with separate white backing to enhance opac-
ity. Decal placement instructions are now in full colour. Recommended. 
 
Thanks to High Planes for the review samples 
 
Reviews by Ley Reynolds 
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Woodbeck Decals 
 
Jeff Woodbeck passed along samples of a range of decals that he prints on an Alps Printer and markets himself to Matt Ward. In order to get a 
truly unbiased review (Jeff being one of Matt's modelling contacts), Matt asked me to do a review of them for this publication. 
 
Cockpit instruments and Placards 
 
Over the years there have only been a few sources for aircraft instruments to make up your own panels for those types for which there is not a de-
cent decal in either kit or after market form. One company that did do such was Reheat Models with good sheets of instrument decals in 1/72 and 
1/48. Unfortunately Reheat are no longer in business and these products are very rare now.  
 
There are a couple of small companies that have taken up the challenge for this type of product. Mike Grant produces some from memory and Jeff 
Woodbeck of Woodbeck Decals has also begun production of his own line with a series of WW.II instrument decals available in 1/72, 1/48 and 
1/32. Pictured below is the 1/32 sheet. 
 
On this scan the White instrument faces are not very clear, but on the actual decal the instruments are clearly readable under a magnifying glass. 
Unfortunately the 1/72 version is not quite so good as the finer printing has caused some of the detail to be lost. This does not affect the 1/48 and 
1/32 versions however. 
 
Woodgrain decals 
 
Decals for three types of woodgrain:- 
 
1) Koa Wood per scan. 
2) Ashen Wood. 
3) Burl Oak Wood 
 
In addition to his line of instrument decals Jeff Woodbeck is also sell-
ing a small line of natural wood decals. At the moment he has Koa 
Wood, Ashen Wood and Burl Oak available in his lineup. These are 
intended for decaling instrument panels in older types such as WW.I 
and interwar which have wooden panels with the instruments inbed-
ded in them. They may also have uses on wooden props. Note that 
my scan below has darkened the colour somewhat and that the ac-
tual decal is about half the size that this may appear onscreen.  
 
Conclusions  
 
These decals will be very useful for those who have a need for this 
type of product. The decals are printed with a high grade ink jet 
printer on white decal paper so the images must be closely trimmed 
before use. 
 
Decal sheets are sold individually with prices ranging from US$7.00 
to $13.00 per sheet. For ordering information email Jeff Woodbeck at 
the address below or visit his website. Future plans include miscella-
neous pump and cab gauges on modern emergency vehicles. They 
are also available via www.meteorprod.com. 
 
Recommended to all interested parties. 
 
All sets are available from Woodbeck Decals: 
 
Jeff Woodbeck - “ jcwoodbeck@adelphia.net" 
 
Website: http://www.punkfunkandjunk.com/woodbeck/ 
 
Address: 635 N.Chippewa Ave #83A 
Anaheim, CA 
U.S.A 92801 
 
Review samples courtesy of Woodbeck Decals. Many thanks to 
Jeff Woodbeck the review copies. 
 
Review by Steve Mackenzie 
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Display Models Jun, Jul & 
Aug 2005 Meetings 
 
Due to lack of room (obviously) in the printed format, this 
publication does not have all the photos comprising the 
models from the Jun,Jul & Aug 2005 meetings which are on 
the Electronic (CD) version. This sample is all I can fit in 
here.                                                                                        
 
There are further photos by Gary Wickham which he has 
taken at each meeting on the Club's website at 'www.
ipmsnsw.org'. 
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